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FOREWORD
This report is  a preprint o f a paper with the same t i t le  which is  
scheduled to appear in the September 1982, issue o f the IEEE Trans­
actions on Information Theory (vo l. IT-28). This is  the f i r s t  part of 
a two-part study, the second part o f which is  published as CSL Report No. R-932.
1I . Introduction
The common assumption o f s ta t is t ica lly  independent sampling is  frequently 
violated in discrete-tim e signal detection applications. However, the introduc­
tion o f dependence into the signal and/or noise model generally presents a 
number o f analytical and implementational problems with respect to optimum 
systems unless the relevant s ta tis tics  are Gaussian (see, for  example,
Snyder [1 ] ) .  In response to these d i f f ic u lt ie s , several recent studies have 
considered the problem o f designing signal detection systems which can be 
implemented without memory for  situations involving dependent sampling. Such 
systems preserve much o f the sim plicity o f implementation and analysis that is  
characteristic o f systems that are designed for independent sampling. In this 
context the author and Thomas [2] have considered the problem o f memoryless 
detection o f deterministic signals in additive m-dependent noise. I t  is  shown 
in [2] that the optimum such detector is  characterized by a memoryless non­
linearity  which can be determined from the second-order distributions o f the 
additive noise process. The extension o f these results to 0-mixing noise pro­
cesses is  also considered b r ie fly  in [2 ], The case o f 0-mixing noise has been 
treated in more depth by Halverson and Wise in [3 ], in which i t  is  shown that 
the optimum memoryless detector for this case can often be determined by solving 
a sequence o f truncated (m-dependent) problems. Approximations to these optimum 
memoryless detectors have been considered in [4] where data quantization is  also 
introduced into the detector structure, in  [5] where polynomial approximations 
are considered, and in [6] where general approximations are treated. Extensions 
o f the results for optimum memoryless detection to general mixing processes 
and general hypothesis testing problems have been treated in [7 ], and [8] 
treats the problem o f detecting 0-mixing stochastic signals in 0-mixing noise. 
These la tter results have been extended to strong-mixing processes in [9 ].
2Although the results obtained in [2-9] are for quite general dependent 
situations, one o f the primary situations where memoryless detectors would 
be o f in terest is  the case in which the dependence among samples is  strong 
enough to warrant consideration but is  too weak to ju s t ify  any sign ificant 
modification o f detector structure from a conventional independent-sampling 
configuration. In this paper and its  sequel we consider this situation ; 
in  particu lar, we consider the problem o f detecting a constant signal in 
additive, weakly dependent noise. To model dependence among noise samples 
we use a moving-average model which was developed by Portnoy [10,11] for 
use in the context o f robust parameter estimation in dependent situations. 
This model allows for a first-ord er  analysis o f the e ffe cts  o f dependence 
on performance by considering Taylor-series expansions o f performance 
measures and then ignoring the e ffe cts  o f terms which are o f second or 
higher order in the coe ffic ien ts  o f the moving average. The performance 
cr ite r ia  thus developed are then used to derive detector structures that 
are optimum to f i r s t  order in  dependence. This paper treats the problem 
o f optimum detection in this context for situations in which the noise 
s ta tis t ics  are known. Optimality here is  defined in terms o f maximum 
asymptotic (Pitman) detection e ffic ien cy , for which a first-ord er 
performance measure and detector design can be developed straightforwardly. 
Part II  o f  this two-part study [12] considers the problem o f robust 
detection for weakly dependent situations in which there is  a degree o f 
uncertainty in the noise s ta t is t ic s .
The sp ec ific  detection problem and detector structure to be considered 
in this paper are defined more precisely  in Section I I ,  which also contains 
a discussion o f some earlier work relevant to the present study. A
3first-ord er  moving-average model for the noise process is  also introduced 
in Section I I .  In Section I I I ,  the properties o f this noise model are 
used to develop a firs t-o rd er  (in  dependence) measure o f detection 
e ffic ie n cy , and groups o f regularity conditions under which this cr iter ion  
is  valid are discussed. By using the performance criter ion  developed in 
Section I I I ,  a memoryless nonlinearity characterizing the optimum detection 
system is  derived in Section IV. This nonlinearity is  seen to have a 
particu larly simple form; i t  is  the optimum independent-noise detection 
nonlinearity with an additive linear correction  term with slope determined 
by two properties o f  the noise sequence: the moving-average weights and 
Fisher's information number o f the random sequence driving the moving 
average. Also, the performance o f this optimum system relative to the 
system that is  optimum for independent noise is  analyzed in Section IV.
In particular i t  is  shown that, although the actual performance gained by 
using the proposed system is o f  second order in the averaging weights, 
this second-order gain is  always p ositive . Two conclusions can be drawn 
from this behavior; f i r s t ,  that the optimum independent-noise detector 
structure is  reasonably tolerant o f small amounts o f dependence in  the noise 
sequence, and second that, i f  one is  aware o f such dependence, improved 
performance can be obtained without a corresponding increase in detector 
complexity since the improved design requires only a change in the shape 
o f the detection nonlinearity. S pecific  results for a variety o f examples 
are presented in Section V. These results indicate that the design technique 
proposed here may be o f most value in impulsive-type noise environments. 
F inally, Section VI includes some additional discussion and possible 
extensions o f the results presented here.
4I I .  Problem Statement and Preliminaries
Throughout this paper we consider the signal detection problem 
described by the following s ta t is t ica l hypothesis pair concerning a random 
process X = £x^; i  = 1 ,2 ,. . . ,« » }  for which we have a sequence 
x = £x^; i  = l , 2 , . . . , n }  o f observations:
Hq : Xt  = Ht 1» 1,2, • • #,n
versus (1)
H.,: X± = N± + 9; i  = 1,2, . . . , n  ,
where [N^; i  = 1 ,2 ,. . . ,« » }  is  a stationary noise sequence and 0 is  a known 
positive signal. We consider the relative  performance o f detection systems 
for  (1) as measured by the e ffica cy  or d iffe re n tia l signal-to-noise ratio 
(DSNR) which, via the Pitman-Noether theorem, is  an asymptotic (n -* «») 
indicator o f re lative  detection e ffic ien cy  in the sense o f Pitman (see 
Noether [13], Capon [1 4 ]). E xplicit expressions for the e ffica c ie s  of 
detection systems under the model (1) are given in  Section I I I .
I f  the noise sequence in  (1) is  independent, then the most e ff ic ie n t  
detection system for (1) is  o f the form (see M iller and Thomas [15])
( 1 ; i f  T (x) > t S -
cp(g;x) = { Y ; i f  Tg(x) = t (2)
where
' 0 ; i f  T (x) < t g “
n
T (x) = £ g(x ) , 
s i= l
(3)
g is  a memoryless nonlinearity, cp(g;x) is  the probability with which is  
accepted when x is  observed, and Y and t are chosen to control false-alarm
5probability . Under mild regularity conditions [14,15], the system o f 
(2) and (3) is  the most e ff ic ie n t  for independent sampling i f  g is 
chosen to be gtf defined byJw o
8Xo00 -  - f ' ( x ) / f ( x )  , (4)
where f  is  the univariate probability density function (p .d . f . )  o f the noise 
sequence and f '  is  the derivative o f f .  The subscript '¿ o ' refers to the 
fact that (2) with the nonlinearity o f (4) is  also loca lly  optimum ( i . e . ,  
lo ca lly  most powerful for fixed size) for the problem o f (1) with independent 
noise [14,15].
The detector structure o f (2) and (3) is  not generally optimum for (1) 
when the noise sequence is  not independent. However, because o f its  
advantages for implementation and analysis, the optimization o f  this type 
o f  structure when the noise is  dependent has been considered in  several 
works [2-9] as discussed in  the Introduction. In particular i f  the noise 
sequence is  dependent, but only weakly so, one may wish to preserve the 
simple structure o f  (2) and (3 ), choosing an appropriate nonlinearity g to 
yield an optimum over such systems. This is  the problem o f in terest here, 
but, before such an optimization can be accomplished, i t  is  necessary to 
develop a suitable noise model for situations in which the noise exhibits 
weak dependence.
A simple, yet usefu l, model for random processes exhibiting weak 
dependence is  a moving-average model introduced by Portnoy [10,11] in the 
context o f robust parameter estimation. To apply similar analysis here we 
consider for now the situation in  which the noise sequence [flL; i  = l , 2 , . . . , « }
6is  a firs t-o rd er  moving-average process given by
Ni  = pYi - l  + Yi  + pYi+ l 5 1 (5)
where p is  a constant and [Y^; i  € Z}^ is  an independent id en tica lly  
distributed ( i . i . d . )  sequence o f random variables. In [10] Portnoy used 
the structure o f (5) to model dependent errors in measurements o f the 
location parameter o f data, and thus i t  is  reasonable to consider this 
model in the context o f the (s ta t is t ica lly ) analogous problem o f detecting 
a constant signal in additive noise. Note that, for  p = 0, the noise sequence 
[n^; i  = 1 , 2 , . . . , « }  modeled by (5) is  an independent sequence and that, for 
"small" values o f |p| ( i . e . ,  |p| «  1), the dependence among noise samples 
w ill  be weak. Thus, the parameter p gives a simple, single-parameter 
characterization o f the degree o f dependence exhibited by a sequence o f 
the form o f (5 ). In the following sections, we w ill develop a firs t-o rd er  
(in  p) e ffic ien cy  criter ion  and a corresponding optimum system o f the form 
o f (2) and (3) for the detection problem o f (1) with the noise model o f (5 ).
^Throughout this paper, Z denotes the set o f a l l  integers and ]R denotes 
the set o f a l l  real numbers.
7I I I .  The Performance o f Detectors in Weakly Dependent Noise
In this section we develop a firs t-o rd er  performance criter ion  for the
2detection situation described above. In particular, we develop an 0(p ) 
approximation to the detection e ffica cy  o f the system o f (2) and (3) under the 
noise model o f  (5 ). Note that the e ffica cy  (or DSNR) for (1) o f  the 
detection system o f (2) and (3) is  given within mild regularity on g and 
under suitable mixing conditions on [N^; i  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,® }  by (see Noether [13], 
B illingsley  [16])
I f ,  for example, the noise sequence is  independent with a d ifferentiab le  
univariate p .d .f .  f ,  then T](g) is  given by (see [14,15])
T)(g) = (J g f ' ) 2/Varig(N1)}  . (7)
That g o f (4) maximizes T| (g) for the independent-noise case follows from
X j O
(7) and the Schwarz inequality. Alternately, i f  the noise sequence exhibits 
m-dependence ( i . e . ,  samples further than m samples apart are independent 
but samples may be dependent otherwise), i t  is  shown in [2] that 
T) (g) is  given by
n(g) * (if g f , ) 2/<?o(s) (8)
2where again f  is  the univariate noise density and Og(g) is  given by
82 / n 
CT0(S) Var{g(N1) }  + 2^ C ov{g (N 1),g(N j+1) }  . (9)
The nonlinearity maximizing Ti(g) in this la tter case is  shown in [2] to
sa tis fy  a Fredholm integral equation o f the second kind with driving
function given by g o f (4) and with kernel determined by the second-order
probability d istributions o f the noise sequence. This optimum nonlinearity
can be written in the form o f g„ with an additive correction  term whichl o
is  given in terms o f a Hilbert-Schmidt series in  the eigenfunctions and 
eigenvalues o f the second-order noise d istribu tions. Similar results 
hold for the case m * ® provided the noise sequence sa tis fie s  appropriate 
mixing conditions ( [3 ,7 ] ) .
Note that the moving-average noise process defined by (5) is  2-dependent, 
and thus the expression o f (8) is  valid for this case and can be used to 
evaluate the performance o f detectors o f the form o f (2) and (3 ). For 
smooth g, the quantity in (8) is  given (via integration by parts) by
T)(g) = E2Cg'(N1)]/aQ (g) (10)
2where g ' denotes the derivative o f g and where cr^g) is  from (9 ). For the 
purposes o f analysis we take (10) to be the defining relationship for the 
e ffica cy  functional Tl(g) for d ifferentiab le  functions g. As noted in  
Section I I ,  the model o f (5) is  useful because there is  a single parameter (p ) 
which characterizes the dependence among samples. We may u t il iz e  this fa ct to 
develop straightforwardly a first-ord er  expression for the e ffica cy  functional 
(10). To develop such an expression, we w ill assume here (and elsewhere in 
this paper) that the noise-generating sequence [Y^; i  € Z] has a univariate
9p .d .f .  p which is  continuously d ifferentiab le  and is  symmetric about the orig in . 
This is  not an unreasonable assumption since most common noise models 
sa tis fy  this restr ic tion . We also w ill  r e s tr ic t  our attention to those 
nonlinearities g in (3) which are odd symmetric about the orig in . This 
la tter restr iction  is  reasonable since symmetrieally distributed noise w ill 
lead to odd-symmetric optimum nonlinearities in  both the m-dependent and 
independent noise cases.
A useful first-ord er  approximation to Tl(g) and regularity conditions 
under which i t  is  valid are presented in the following resu lt:
Lemma 1: Suppose g is  an odd-symmetric nonlinearity with bounded continuous
second and third derivatives. Suppose further that {tL; i  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,® }  is
/  A A
from (5) and that E[Y^} < « ,  E{g (Y^)} < « ,  and E {(g '(Y ^)) } < ®. Then
2the e ffica cy  functional o f (10) can be written as
71(g) = e (g ;p ) + 0(p2) (11)
where
(Efg'CY-)])2
e ( g ; p ) ---------5------------------------------h---------------------- (12)
E{g (Y p } + 4pE{Y1g(Y1)]E {g '(Y 1)]
provided the denominator in (12) is  nonzero. (Note that Y^  is  a member o f 
the generating sequence for [N^;i * 1 , 2 , . . . , « } . )
Proof: Since = Y  ^ + p(Yq + Y2) we may use Taylor's theorem to yield
g'CNj) = g'CYj )^ +p(Y0 + Y2)g"(Y 1) +p2(Y0 +Y2)2g ’ "(W1)/2  (13)
where is  a random variable between and Y^. Taking expectations in 
(13) yields
2 2 2 2 By 0(p ) we mean lim |o(p )/p | < ®.
P -  o
10
E C g 'C N ^ }  -  E f e ' ^ ) }  + KXP2
where
|Kll <  e £y* } .  sup |g'"(y) | .
y € m
2 2Equation (14) follows from the existence o f e £y ^} and E{(g*(Y^)) } ,  the 
boundedness o f g" and g '" ,  the independence and stationarity o f 
£Yi ; i  € Z }, and the symmetry o f the Y± . The denominator o f (10) is  given 
for this case by
®0<8) -  ECg2(N1)J + 2 E{g(N1)g(N2>] + 2 ECgCN^gC^)] .
Again using Taylor*s theorem we may w rite, for i  = 1,2, and 3,
g (Ni> = g(Yi )+ p (Y 1_1 +Yi+1)g '(Y 1) + p 2(Y1_1 + Yi+1)2g"(Zi ) /2
where is  between N^  and Y^. Using the assumed properties o f g and o f 
; i  € Z }, (16) and (17) imply straightforwardly that
®0<8) = ECs2(Y1)J + 4pE(Y1g(Y1)3ECg'(Y1) }  + K2 p2 + K ^  + K^ p4
where K ,^ K ,^ and are each bounded under the assumptions o f  Lemma 3
(Note: the boundedness o f g " ' is  not used to obtain (1 8 ).) Thus, (14)
and (18) imply the va lid ity  o f (11). This completes the proof.
2
For small |p| the 0(p ) terms in (11) are neg lig ib le , and thus the
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
functional e (g ;p ) o f (12) can be considered a good indicator o f detection 
e ffic ien cy  for the case o f weak dependence in the model o f (5 ). Note
11
that e (g ;0 ) is  equal to the independent-noise expression o f (7 ). Before 
considering the optimization o f this performance measure in the following 
section , some comments concerning e (g ;p ) are in order. Note that the 
boundedness o f g" and g ,n required for  Lemma 1 are su ffic ien t but not 
necessary for  the terms K ,^ I^, K ,^ and o f (14) and (18) to be bounded. 
A ll that is  required is  that expectation terms involving g,M(W )^ and g"(Z^) 
be f in ite . Thus, since is  between and and the are between 
and N ,^ useful bounds for  these terms may be obtainable in terms o f g, 
Y^, and for some cases. The boundedness conditions required by this 
lemma are used here because they are simple to check.
I t  is  noteworthy that the condition that the Y^  have a probability 
density was not used in the proof o f  Lemma 1; only the symmetry o f the 
Y^'s is  needed. (The regularity conditions imposed on the Y^*s -  i . e . ,  the 
existence and continuous d iffe re n tia b ility  o f the p .d .f .  p - are used later 
in the development.) However, the higher-order d iffe re n tia b ility  o f g 
required in Lemma 1 can be relaxed at the expense o f more stringent 
regularity conditions on the Y^'s. In particular, le t  0Y denote the 
characteristic function o f Y^*s defined by
iu Y,
0Y(u) * E[e } ,  u € 1R , (19)
where, in  (19), i  denotes the imaginary unit . We then have the following
resu lt:
Lemma 2 : Consider the model o f (5 ). Suppose g is  bounded in ]R and Y, is
09
2u |0Y(u)|du < » .  Suppose further that g is  d ifferentiab le and
E(g'(N ^)} and E [g'(Y^)} are positive . Then the conclusion o f Lemma 1 holds.
12
The proof o f  Lemma 2 involves the Taylor-series expansion o f the
f i r s t -  and second-order characteristic functions o f the random sequence
[g(N^); i  = 1 , 2 , . . . , » }  and is  similar to the proof o f  Theorem 2.1 o f [10].
Note that the conditions imposed on the sequence [Y^; i  € Z] in Lemma 2
are more stringent than those required for Lemma 1 since the condition that 
“  2u |0Y(u)|du be fin ite  implies that the marginal pdf o f the Y^'s exists and 
has a continuous bounded second derivative. Other variations o f Lemma 1 are also 
possib le , but the particular version given by Lemma 1 is  su ffic ien t for our 
purposes.
As a further comment on the conditions required in  Lemma 1 for the 
va lid ity  o f the approximation (11), note that the condition that the 
denominator o f (12) be nonzero seems reasonable provided |p| is  small enough.
In fa ct this condition can be transferred to a condition on |p| as is  shown 
by the following resu lt.
2
Lemma 3 : Suppose g is  an odd-symmetric nonlinearity satisfying E[g (Y^)} < »
2
and E ((g '(Y ^ )) } < » .  Suppose further that p (the p .d .f .  o f Y^) is  such that 
lim g*(y)p(y) = 0, -  E{Y^} < ®, and I(p ) < » ,  where I(p ) is  Fisher's
|y| -  “  1
information for location o f p defined by [17]
(20)
Then, for a l l  p such that |p| < [4 a a/ i (p ) ] \  we have
¿(Sip) -  E[g2 (Y1)}+4pE C Y 1g(Y1)}E (g '(Y 1) ]  a 0
2
with equality on the right i f  and only i f  E[g (Y^)} = 0.
(21)
13
Proof; The Schwarz inequality implies
IeCy^ cy^ } ! 2 < eCy^]e(s2(y1)] . (22)
Integration by parts and the Schwarz inequality yield
= IJ gp'|2 £  (J* S2p)(.r(P, ) 2/p ) • (23)
On combining (22) and (23), we have
|E{Y1g(YjL)}E [g l (Y^)} | < a J iJ p )  E[g2(Y1) ]  (24)
and Lemma 2 fo llow s.
Note that the bound on |p| which implies that d (g;p) is  positive  is  
independent o f g. Thus e (g ;p ) can be maximized over a l l  appropriate g 
without considering singularity problems provided |p| is  small enough.
I t  should be noted here that the functional e (g ;p ) o f  (12) also plays 
a role in the estimation problem o f Portnoy [10]. In particular, for certain 
other conditions on g, the quantity ( l /e (g ;p ) )  is  a firs t-o rd er  measure 
o f estimation-error variance for the M-estimate o f location based on g as 
an influence curve (see also Huber [1 8 ]). This relationship w ill be exploited 
in Part II o f this study [12] as a means to achieve robust detection in the 
model o f  (5) with uncertainty about the s ta tis tics  o f  [Y^;i € Z }. As a 
fin a l comment we note that a generalization o f  (11) and (12) is  valid when 
the model o f  (5) is  extended to higher order moving averages. The 
treatment o f this extension is  discussed b r ie fly  in  Section VI below.
14
IV. Optimum Detection in Weakly Dependent Noise
Since the criter ion  e (g ;p ) o f (12) indicates detection e ffic ien cy  in 
the case o f weak dependence in the model o f  (5 ), i t  is  reasonable to seek a 
detector o f the form o f (2) and (3) in this situation by maximizing e (g ;p ) 
over an appropriate class o f memoryless nonlinearities g. As noted above, 
the functional ( l /e (g ;p ) )  has been considered in  a d ifferen t context by 
Portnoy [10]. In particu lar, by considering the d irectional derivative o f 
e (g ;p ), i t  can be shown (see Eq. (3 .6) o f [10]) that a nonlinearity g 
maximizing e (g ;p ) must be o f the form (up to constant m ultiples, o f course)
-P* (x )/p (x ) -Kx , (25)
where p is  the univariate p .d .f .  o f the noise-generating sequence [Y^; i  € Z]
and K is  a constant depending on p and p. Note that p is  also the p * 0
noise p .d .f .  Thus, in view of (4 ), we see that an optimum weak-dependence
detection nonlinearity must be o f the form o f the independent-noise (p = 0) optimum
nonlinearity, -p '/p ,  corrected by the linear term -Kx.
The su fficiency o f the form (25) as a solution to max e(g ;p ) is  notS
demonstrated in  [10], nor is  an ex p lic it  expression given for the value o f
the constant K that yields an optimum. With regard to the second of these
two problems, we may state the following resu lt.
Lemma 4 : Suppose the noise-generating p .d .f .  p is  such that
2 2lim Ip1 (y) I = lim |yp(y)| = 0, o < ®, and I(p ) < ®, where cr and I(p )
Iy| -  •  |y| -  *
are defined as in Lemma 3. Suppose further that |p| < [4 c7a/ I ( p) ]
For each K 6 1 ,  define g by
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g ^ x ) = -p * (x )/p (x ) -Kx ; x € 1R . (26)
2Then, i f  a I(p ) # 1, the problem
max e(g^;p) (27)
K € 3R K
>
is solved uniquely by K = K
K
0
0
given by
. 2 o I (p )
1 + 2 p * (28)
2
Alternately, i f  ct I (p ) * 1, (27) is  solved by every K j* I (p ) .
Discussion: The proof o f Lemma 4 is  straightforward and is  found in the
2appendix. With respect to the quantity a I (p ) ,  we note that under the 
conditions o f  the lemma we have
os os as
- J (yVp(y))(p ' (y)A/p(y))<iy = -  J yp '(y)dy = J p(y)<*y = i  . (29)
—a» .as —as
Applying the Schwarz inequality to (29) yields
tf2i(p )  = y2p (y )d y ^ ^ J  (p * (y ))2/p(y)dy^ * l (30)
with equality on the right i f  and only i f
p ' ( y ) = c y p ( y )  (31)
for some constant C and for almost a l l  y € H . (Note that (30) is  the 
Cram^r-Rao inequality [1 9 ].) Thus, the case ct I(p ) = 1 corresponds to 
-p '(x ) /p (x )  being proportional to x and hence to g (x) o f (26) being a 
linear function for a l l  K, in which case the value o f K is  irrelevant 
since e (g ;p ) (and Tl(g)) is  invariant to m ultiplicative scaling o f g.
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Note th a t ,if  we re s tr ic t  p(y) to have support ( - « , « ) ,  then the only solution
2to (31) is  the zero-mean Gaussian p .d .f .  with C = -a . Thus, within these 
restriction s, the only situation in which the solution to max e(g ;p ) with 
p  ^ 0 is  the same as the solution with p = 0 is  the Gaussian case. This 
particular situation is  explored further in Section V below.
As noted above, the results o f Portnoy [10] indicate that i f  e (g ;p ) 
achieves a maximum over the appropriate class o f  g 's  then the maximizing g 
must be o f the form o f (25). Moreover, Lemma 4 implies further that such a 
maximizing g must have a value o f K = Kq given by (28). Using Lemmas 3 
and 4, we may prove the following result which yields d irectly  the optimality
Theorem 1: Suppose g and p sa tis fy  the hypotheses o f Lemmas 3 and 4,
|p | < [4a^ /l(p ) l " 1, and KQ is  from (28). Then
e(g ;p ) < e(g ;p ) (32)
K0
2
with equality i f  and only i f  E[|org(Y1) -  g (Y1 ) | } = 0 for
1 kq i
a = Et 4 o <Yi)3 /ECs, (Y1) } .
The proof o f Theorem 1 is  straightforward and is  given in the appendix.
Under the conditions o f this theorem (which are fa ir ly  m ild), we thus see
that the nonlinearity g , which is  a linearly corrected version o f - p '/p ,
K0
is  optimum in the sense o f maximizing e (g ;p ). I t  should be noted, however, 
that the density p is  not the marginal p .d .f .  o f the noise sequence unless 
p = 0. In particular, i f  one has a noise sequence generated by (5) with 
p î  0, then simply ignoring the dependence w ill lead to a detector based 
on g^Q = - f ' / f  where f  is  the univariate noise p .d .f .  given by
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f(x) = p(x)*p(x/p)*p(x/p)/p2
where * denotes convolution. So g is  not necessarily a linearly  corrected
K0
version o f the detector one would design by ignoring the dependence, but 
rather a linearly corrected version o f the optimum detector in the absence 
o f dependence. However, under mild regularity on p (the conditions in 
Lemma 2 are su ffic ien t) i t  follows from Eq. (2.10) o f [10] that
f(x )  = p(x) + pM(x)0(p2) ,  (33)
2 2so that g (x) = -p '(x ) /p (x )  + 0(p ) where the 0(p ) term is  not necessarily
Xj O
2uniform in x. We also note from (28) that Kq = 2p I(p ) + 0(p ) .  Under mild
2regularity (33) also implies that 1 ( f )  = I(p ) + 0(p ) ,  so that we have 
fin a lly
gkq(x ) = g¿Q(x) ’  2PI ( f )x + ° ( p 2)> (34)
which may be a more useful form for practice. I t  is  interesting to compare 
(34) with previous results obtained in [2] and [4 ], In particular, note 
that in situations involving positive dependence (p > 0 ) ,  (34) indicates 
that larger observations should be given less emphasis than they would be 
under the nonlinearity g^Q. This phenomenon agrees w ell with sp e c ific  
numerical results found in [2] and [4] in  which optimum nonlinearities 
for similar dependent situations are seen to de-emphasize larger observations 
relative to g, .
Although Theorem 1 states that g  ^ gives a maximum of e (g ;p ), we cannot
say that it leads to a most efficient detector for (1) with small Jp|, or
even that ^(g^ jx) is  more e ff ic ie n t  than the independent-noise (p =0)
K0
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detector based on the nonlinearity -p '/p  , since g is  not obtained by
K0
maximizing T|(g) d ire ct ly . In fa ct , i t  follows straightforwardly from (A4)
and (A5) o f  the appendix that
e (-p * /p ;p ) = I ( p ) / ( l  + 4p ) (35)
and
(36)
Thus, i f  -p '/p  and hence g sa tis fie s  the conditions o f Lemma 1, we have
0
1 + 4 p + 0(p2) = l+ 0 (p 2) , (37)H (-p '/p ) 1 + 4p -4 p 2 (a2I(p ) -  1)
so that the two nonlinearities g and -p '/p  are equally e ff ic ie n t  to f i r s t
K0
order in p. Also, in  view o f (33), we see that (37) and su ffic ien t regularity 
on p imply that
We may in fer from (37) and (38) that, i f  one is  unaware o f dependence o f the
type generated by (5) and designs a detector on the basis o f an i . i . d .  model
with marginal p .d .f .  given by either f  or p, then the performance o f the resulting
2system w ill be 0(p ) close to the performance o f the system based on the 
optimum nonlinearity g  ^ .
Exact consideration o f the second-order terms in  the ratio H(g„ ) /T[(~p/p)
71(8k0)
-  1 + 0(p2) . (38)
leads to the following resu lt.
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Theorem 2 : Suppose that p sa tis fie s  the conditions o f Lemma 4 and that
gg = -p ’ /p has a bounded continuous third derivative and sa t is fie s  
E iiggO ^ ))2} < ®. I f  |p | < [4a ^I(p ) r 1 then
'n(gKo)/n (g 0) = 1 + 4 p 2 (a2I(p ) - 1 )  + 0 (p3) . (39)
The proof o f Theorem 2 is  contained in the appendix. Since a  i (p )  2s 1
(see (30)) this result implies that the second-order term in  T|(gK )/T](gQ)
2 0is  always nonnegative. (Recall that a I (p ) * 1 implies that and gg 
d iffe r  only in scale and thus lead to equivalent d etectors.) Thus, i f  one is  
aware o f the dependence structure o f (5 ), the addition o f the correction  term 
-KqX to the p =0 optimum nonlinearity g  ^ is  ju s tifia b le  on the basis that i t
3
improves performance (to  the extent that 0(p ) terms are neglig ib le) while 
adding no complexity to the detector structure.
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V. Examples
Theorem 1 states that the nonlinearity described by (26) and (28)
is  optimum in  the sense o f maximizing the weak-dependence e ffic ien cy  criterion
e (g ;p ). Moreover, Theorem 2 states that the performance o f cp(g„ ;x)
K0
relative  to the independent-noise optimum system cp(gQjx) depends, to second
2order in p , on the variance-information product a I (p ) .  The result o f 
Theorem 2 suggests that more performance gain can be expected from the 
proposed detector in situations in which this product is  large. In this 
section we consider three representative examples o f commonly used noise 
models to indicate the types o f situations in  which the performance gained 
by using g^ rather than gQ can be appreciable. These three examples 
para lle l the three examples treated in  [2] in  the context o f optimum 
memoryless detection in m-dependent noise, and, as we w ill see, the results 
predicted from the analysis o f Section IV agree very w ell with sp ec ific  
numerical results obtained in  [2 ].
Example 1 (Gaussian Generating Sequence): Consider f i r s t  the situation in
which the noise-generating sequence [Y^; i  € Z} is  Gaussian; i . e . ,  assume p 
is  given by
2 2
p(x) = —— e x ; x € 3R (40)
In this case we have that the p = 0 optimum nonlinearity is  given by
L 2 2gg(x) = -p '(x ) /p (x )  = x/a , the variance-information a  I (p ) equals unity,
and the small |p| optimum nonlinearity g is  given by
0
g (x) = x / ( ct2 (1 + 2 P) ) ,  x € IR .
K0
(41)
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Thus, as noted in Section IV, j* and gn are equivalent for  this case
K0 0
since the scaling constant is  irrelevant. We note also that, in  this case,
the noise sequence i  »  1 , 2 , . . . , » }  is  i t s e l f  Gaussian, and we have
2 2g^Q(x) = - f ' ( x ) / f ( x )  = x /(a  (1 + 4 p ) ) ,  which is  equivalent to g  ^ and g^ .
I t  has been shown in  [7] that, for any m-dependent Gaussian noise sequence, 
the linear detector is  the optimum memoryless detector. Thus (41) is 
optimum to a l l  order o f p. I t  also has been shown (see [20]) that, for a 
wide class o f stationary Gaussian processes (including that modeled by (5) 
with p given by (4 0 )), the memoryless linear detector is  asymptotically 
equivalent to the Neyman-Pearson optimum detector for  (1 ). Thus, for 
situations involving Gaussian noise models, the techniques o f  this paper are 
not o f s ign ificant use. This conclusion agrees with the results o f previous 
related studies [2 ,7 ].
Example 2 (Sech Generating Sequence): Although Gaussian models pervade
detection-system design problems, i t  is  often the case that actual noise 
s ta tis tics  are somewhat heavier-tailed than would be the case i f  the noise 
were Gaussian [21-24]. A noise model that behaves sim ilarly to the Gaussian 
for  small values o f noise magnitude but that is  somewhat heavier-tailed 
than is  the Gaussian is  described by the sech noise-generating density given by
p(x) -  sech(TTx/2a)/2a ; x € ]R (42)
2where a = Var(Y^). Note that the density o f (42) has t a i l  properties 
similar to those o f the Laplace (double-exponential) density but is  better 
behaved near the orig in  so that i t  sa tis fies  the conditions required for the 
va lid ity  o f the analysis o f Section IV. For this model we have that the 
p = 0 optimum nonlinearity is  given by
gQ(x) = (tt/2 ct) tanh(rrx/2a) ; x € H (43)
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2 2and the variance-information product is  (see [2 ]) a I (p ) * tt /8  s: 1.23;
2 3Theorem 2 thus implies that T|(S^  ) /T((Sq) ^  1+ .92 p +0(p ) in this case.
Note that the possible improvement over the p = 0 optimum system is
larger here than in  the Gaussian case but is  not excessive. This agrees
with the results o f [2] in which, for a related sech model, the e ffic ie n cy
o f  the optimum memoryless detector relative  to g^Q is  seen to be only
slig h tly  larger than unity. Note further that the nonlinearity g (x) w ill
K0
increase for  small x and then (for  p > 0) w ill  redescend linearly fo r  larger x 
This also agrees w ell with the findings o f [2] in  which the computed optimum 
memoryless detection nonlinearity (fo r  dependence which is  not necessarily 
weak) is  seen to have this same general redescending shape (see Fig. 1 o f 
[2 ] ) .
Example 3 (Cauchy-Like Generating Sequence): Experimental findings (as
reported, for example, by Mertz [22]) indicate that impulsive noise in 
some data transmission channels causes the overall noise to be even 
heavier-tailed than is  described by an exponential ta il  model such as 
that in Example 2. In particular, Mertz [22] argues that a geometrically 
decaying p .d .f .  can describe this type o f impulsive channel behavior more 
accurately. A canonical p .d .f .  for describing geometrically decaying ta i l  
behavior is  the Cauchy density defined by
p(x) = \  ; x (  ]R . (44)
1 + x
Dependent noise with this firs t-o rd er  p .d .f .  was studied in [2] in the context 
o f optimum memoryless detection in m-dependent noise. I t  was demonstrated 
in [2] that sign ificant improvement (over the independent-noise design)
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in detection e ffic ien cy  could be achieved in this case by properly shaping the 
detection nonlinearity. Thus, in contrast to the above two examples, we would 
expect a similar phenomenon in the weak-dependence case. However, the Cauchy 
density does not sa tis fy  the regularity conditions required for the va lid ity  o f 
the analysis in  Section XV and thus i t  cannot be examined d irectly  in this context. 
(In particular, note that the variance o f (44) is  undefined.) However, we may 
consider a related family o f densities defined for each positive integer n by
where
and
Pn00
Cn
l+ ( x /k n) 2n
; X € ]R
k _ g[ sin(3rr/2n) 
[sin(ir/2n]
C = n[sin(rr/2n)]2 2^ 
n tt<7 [sin(3TT/2n)]^
(45)
(46)
(47)
The p . d . f . ’ s described by (45) through (47) describe a general geometric ta il  
behavior similar to models considered in [15] and [22], and thus are 
appropriate for describing impulsive noise behavior. For this class we 
have independent-noise optimum nonlinearities given by
(2n/(k ) 2n)x2n” ^
8O00 = ---------2------2 n-------- ; x € 1R , (48)
1 + (x/knr n
and the variance-information product is  (see [25], p. 292), for n  ^ 3,
2 , , = 2n2sin2(Tr/2n)r(2 - l/2n )r  (1 + l/2n)
Pn^  rr sin(3n/2n) (49)
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Note that, for n  ^ 3, Pn(x) sa tis fie s  the conditions required for the 
va lid ity  o f the analytical results o f Section IV. Upon examination o f (49), 
we have
n \ *
(50)
and thus the variance-information product can be arb itrarily  large in this
case, a fa ct which implies that the detector cp(gR >x ) may o ffe r  sign ificant
improvement over ep(gg;x) for this type o f noise with large n. Note, however,
2 2that (49) does not imply that the term 4p (a I (p n)-1 ) arising in Theorem 2
2can be arb itrarily  large since the range o f p for which (39) is  valid is
2restricted  inversely with cr I (p n) .  Thus, for example i f  we re str ic t
-1|P 1 < [4 av4(p ) ]~ as suggested by Theorem 2, we have
4p2(a2I(Pn) - l )  < . 2 5 [ ( l - l / a 2I(Pn) ) l
< .25 . (51)
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VI. Discussion and Extensions
In this paper we have considered the performance analysis and optimum
design o f systems for  detecting signals in  the presence o f  weakly dependent
noise as modeled by (5) with small |pj. In Section I I I  we derived a weak-
dependence measure o f  e ffic ien cy  o f detectors o f the form o f (2) and (3) which
was shown in Section IV to be optimized by adding a linear correction  term
to the independent-noise optimum nonlinearity. I t  was also shown in
Section IV that the performance to be gained by using this weak-dependence
optimum nonlinearity over the independent-noise optimum nonlinearity is
more or less d irectly  proportional to the value o f the variance-information
2product defined as in  Lemma 3 by a I (p ) .  Values o f this measure o f potential 
performance improvement were compared for several d ifferen t canonical noise 
models in Section V; these results indicate that the greatest potential for 
applying the proposed techniques lie s  in situations involving impulsive- 
noise channels such as those characterized by geometrically decaying noise 
densities o f the type described in Example 3.
2I t  is  interesting to note that the variance-information product <j I(p )
appearing in Theorem 2 is  the Pitman asymptotic e ffic ien cy  o f the loca lly
optimum detector co(g^o ;x) relative to the linear detector 9(g^cjjx ) based on
g^d(xi )  = x£ for the case o f independent noise (see M iller and Thomas [1 5 ]).
Thus, we have the interesting conclusion that those situations in which
the linear detector performs poorly relative to the locally-optimum
2detector for independent noise ( i . e . ,  in  which cr I(p ) is  larger) are exactly 
the situations in which the linear correction  term o f cp(g  ^ 5X) o ffers  the 
most improvement in dependent noise over this same independent-noise 
lo ca lly  optimum detector.
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Throughout this paper we have considered noise processes modeled 
by the first-ord er  moving average defined in  (5 ). Most o f the results o f 
this paper, however, can be extended straightforwardly to higher-order 
moving-average models for the noise dependence. In particular, i f  instead 
o f (5) we have
i
where pQ = 1 and [pj;|j| * 1 ,2 , . .  
to show that Lemma 1 holds with p
x PjYi+j :
* ,jg,} are fixed , 
replaced by
i  = 1 ,2 , . . .  (52)
then i t  is  straightforward
Z
h s p 
j —x J
and 0(p ) replaced by 0 ( 0 ' )  where
p ' -  s <p . r  •
J—x J
Thus, results which rely d irectly  on Lemma 1 are applicable to the model 
o f (52) with 0( 0 ' )  representing higher order terms. Sim ilarly, Lemma 2 
can be extended to higher order moving-average processes by applying analysis 
similar to that in [11]. These extensions indicate that the behavior 
described in this paper is  typical o f  moving-average models for  weak 
dependence. Note that i t  is  not unreasonable to assume that some models 
o f  dependence other than the moving-average model may have loca l (|p| in a 
neighborhood o f  zero) properties similar to that o f the moving-average process, 
and thus that the general trends found in Sections IV and V may possibly be 
applicable to a wider class o f situations.
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As a fin a l comment, we note that the weak-dependence optimum design o f  
Section IV is  specified  by the noise-generating p .d .f .  p and by the 
dependence parameter p . I f  p is  unknown i t  may be estimated from an 
observation o f the process {X^; i  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,® }  i n (1) since, for any value 
o f  the signal strength 9 we have
cov(Xi ,X1+1) = E{NtN1+1} = 2pa2 + 0(p2) . (53)
So, an estimate o f the correlation  co e ffic ie n t  o f (x^; i  = 1 , 2 , . . . , « }  is  an 
estimate o f twice p. I f ,  on the other hand, there is  some uncertainty in the 
structure o f the density p, then i t  is  o f interest to find a detector structure 
which is  insensitive to this uncertainty, since the estimation o f the entire 
density function p is  much more d i f f ic u lt  than the estimation o f the single 
parameter p . A detection system that exhibits performance in sen sitiv ity  to 
unknown deviations in  the noise s ta tis tics  is  said to be robust, and the 
design o f such systems for situations involving weakly dependent noise is  
the topic o f Part II o f this study [12].
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APPENDIX
A: A Proof o f Lemma 4
Under the hypothesis o f Lemma 3 i t  is  straightforward to show the 
following:
00
E{g,K(Yi ) }  = J p = -J gj^ p' = I(p)+K J* yp'(y)dy
-CO
- I(p) - K J* p = I(p) - K , (Al)
and
2 2
ECgK(Yi ) ]  = J gK p a i (p ) + 2K J yp' (y )dy + k o
= I (p ) -  2K + K2ct2 ,
03
E[YlgK(Y i)} = -J yp '(y)dy -  Ka2 = 1 -K a 2
(A2)
(A3)
I t  follows from (29) that <j I (p )  ^ 1» with equality i f  and only i f
2-p '(x ) /p (x )  is  proportional to x. Thus, i f  a I(p ) = 1, a l l  values o f  K
give the same value for  e(g^;p) as long as the quantity in (A2) is  positive
2
( i . e . ,  as long as K  ^ I (p ) ) .  I f  a I (p ) >  1, then the quantity in (A2) is  
s tr ic t ly  positive for a l l  real values o f K and thus we have via Lemma 3 that
eCgjrip) = (I (p ) -K )  /d (gK;p) (A4)
where d(g^;p) (as defined by (21)) is  given by
¿ (g ^ p ) = ct2(1 + 4p )K2 - (2 + 4pa2I+4p)K + (1 + 4P)I (A5)
Since e(g ;p) is  a ratio o f quadratics in K for a I(p ) > 1 we can seek its  
maximum by solving be(g^;p)/bK = 0. The only roots o f b e ig ^ jp )/^  occur 
at K = I (p ) , which is  a minimum, and at K = Kq o f (28), which can be shown
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to be a loca l maximum under the condition |p| < [4a ¿/[(p) ]"^ . Thus i f  
lim e(gK;p) < e(gR ;p ) , then Kq gives a global maximum. But, since
|k | -* ® *0
2a I(p ) > 1, we have
Urn e(e ;p) = - j — ----- < < -------------^ 2 ^ 1 -----------
|K| ^  cr ( l  + 4p) (1 + 4p) <l + 4 p ) - 4 p2(a2I(p ) -  1)
= e(gv ;p) •
(A6)
Thus Lemma 4 is  proven. 
B. A Proof o f  Theorem 1
I f  E [g'(Y^)} * 0, then (32) is  immediate. Thus we need consider only 
the case E [g'(Y^)} £ 0. Note that e (g ;p ) = e(h ;p) where
h(x) = (E C ^C Y ^J/E fg '(Y 1)} )g (x )  ; x i  ]R (Bl)
Thus
e(g ;p ) =
(E[g^ (Y ^ ]) ' 
d(h;p) (B2)
where d(h;p) is  defined by (21). On defining 6g = (h - g  ^ ) ,  we have
A )
straightforwardly that
d(h;p) = dCgj, + 6 g ;p ) -d (g K^ ;p )+ d (6g ;p ) + t2E[gK (Y ^SgC fj)}
+ 4pE iY1gK.Q (Yx) ]E {S g ’ (Yt ) } + 4pE [Y^ g (Yx) ]E {g^ (Yx) } ] (B3)
Consider the term in square brackets in (B3). By integrating by parts and 
using (Al) and (A3) from above, this term reduces to
2 J [ - P '( y ) -K Qyp(y) - 2p ( 1 -K Qa2) p ' ( y ) +2p(I(p ) -K Q)yp(y)]ôg(y)dy . (B4)
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Using (28), integration by parts, and (B l), this term further reduces to
- 2 [ ( l  + 2p)2 -4 p 2CT2I(p)] 
(X + 2p) J p '(y )6g(y )dy  =
2 [ ( l+ 2 p )2 - 4p2q2I(p)1 
( l  + 2p)
00
J [h'(y) -g^ (y)lp(y)dy = 0 . 
-00 K0
Combining (B2), (B3), and (B5), we have
(E[g^ (Y1) } ) 2
e(g ,p ) -  d(gK^ ;p )+ d (6g ;p )
(B5)
(B6)
which, together with Lemma 3, implies Theorem 1. 
C. A Proof o f Theorem 2
Since gR (x) = gQ(x) - KQx, we have
E t4 o (Nx)]   ^ Kq
flSJffpT = 1 ‘ eUq(ni)} ' (C1
Equations (14) and (Al) imply that EtggiN^)] = Ejg^CY.^)] +0 (p2) = I (p )+ 0 (p 2) .  
Thus, using (28), (Cl) becomes
E i4  (N -)}
^0 x ________ 2p I(P)_______
Ets0(Nl )J ( l  + 2p )[I(p ) +0 (p2)]
_1__
1 + 2p + O(p^) .
Under the assumptions on g^, we can use Taylor's theorem to write
(C2)
CTQ(gK) = d(gK;p) +K2 8^K^ p2 + ° (p 3) (C3)
where d is  from (21) and
CM
 
O
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K ^ )  = CT2[2E{(g^(Y1) ) 2}-l-E{gK(Y1)g "(Y 1)] + 2E2 C 4(Y 1)) ]
“  ®2 t2 (EC(gJ(Y1) ) 2] -2K I(p )+ K 2)+ E [g 0(Y1)g^(Y1)3 -  K eCy ^ O ^ ) ]
+ 2 (X (p )-K )2] . (C4)
Equation (C4) implies that ) = K2(8q) + 0 ( p ) ,  and thus (C3) implies
a 0 (SK„) d(gKJ P ) - d ( g 0 ;p) 2
+ 0(p2) = i  . M L p ?  I(J ) .) + 0 (P3)‘°  -  i + " °
(g0) CT0(80) CT0(S0)
'■* * o»1» - -1 ->1( a ^ T 1* °<»3> ■ <C5)
Using (10), (C2), and (C5) yields (39) and hence Theorem 2.
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Footnotes
1. Throughout this paper, Z denotes the set o f a l l  integers and ]R denotes
the set o f a l l  real numbers.
lim | 
p -* 0
2 2 2 2. By 0(p ) we mean 10 (p )/p  | < 00 .
